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For at least the past two decades, Us 8s states, cities, utilities, the private sector and the federal
government itself have been investing time and money in improving the efficiency of this nation's use of
energys State, local and federal authorities have upgraded building and appliance efficiency corless
Utilities have operated demand-side management programs as an alternative to building new electric
power generating plantss And consumers and manufacturers have turned their attention to their
homes, businesses and products more energy conservings

All of these actions have just scratched. the surface of what can be if these entities work
togethers The goal of future efficiency efforts should be the transformation of the marketplace, not
merely site-by-site energy savings. To accomplish that goal, the authors propose: more coordinated
efforts, such as programs that work directly with manufacturers rather than with
consumers; working with large commercial chains at the corporate level rather than with individual
outlets; specifying technologies and practices for contractor-operated programs, but calling for bids on
installation and upkeep costs; and changeouts and retrofits to coincide
with scheduled industry upgrades or reVllacementss

The authors go on to outline which of measures should be att~emPte~

load/resource and how program evaluations can be to
t''ll'''4.:lI1r'':.'!1''n1!'''1l''!f''ll1l1l41n' the market rather than just saving energy.

the authors and re2~lUltOl~ actions that win facilitate investments in
energy conservation 0 the most of these are changes that enable a to

from energy rather than just from it

Introduction

discovered elasticity ~ if After decades of stable
in demand for and costs for its

pr()aUlCt1~on't the 1970s caught the industry in the midst of
ambitious power construction programs, rapidly
inflating construction costs and an economic recession
caused. in part by steeply increased petroleum prices.
When consumer demand for electricity slackened in
response to real increases in the price of many
utilities found themselves with significant excess
generating capacity 0 Utility planners, faced with con
struction lead times of to 10 years for large central
station power plants, had demonstrated their inability to
predict that far into the future with precision~ In response
to this problem, policies were discussed and occasionally
adopted that attempted to nreduce lead times fi and/or
"expedite siting and for new power

industry
was

u.s. electric

It's been two decades since the United States was
awakened to the fact that its economic had

been built on energy, much of it fuels 0

this the United States and other
countries instituted and undertook

programs to reduce their reliance on 1I11"n~r'\n1l"'t~ti pet:rOI.eUltl1
prC)OUlcts and domestic fuels. These and
programs from "bum America first" ( Le., let's
reduce our using up our own supplies first) to
"wear a sweater and win be better" (Leo, if we just

as much of the the
In these of energy conservation,

homes more efficient was seen as a social service provided
to low-income households states and the federal

As the American
n sticker If the



This paper focuses first on how energy conservation
policies and programs have evolved since the early 1970s
and summarizes some of the major achievements to date.

based on the lessons learned. and the experience
gained over the past two decades, this paper sets forth
what the authors believe to be the next phase in the
evolution of these policies and programs. We maintain
that strategies designed to produce transformations of
entire markets will be more effective than site-by-site,
unit-by-unit programs. Because there are certain market
sel1:me~nts that are not subject to wholesale transformation,
we also suggest .modifications to current approaches,
which should make demand-side management programs
targeted. at site-specific improvements more
effective.

validity. Rather, the purpose of this paper is to address
how current policies and programs might evolve over the
next decade to more effectively and efficiently achieve
these goals and oblectlves.

What Kinds of Programs Have We
Offered in the Past?

programs.

In developing strategies for market transformation, we
have assumed that acquisitions of energy-efficiency
ImlDr(~Veme:nts are treated the same as new energy supplies

as a consequence, can be purchased/financed by
those entities that acquire new resources (i. e. ,

We also assume that, at least for the next
decade, consumers will continue to turn to utilities as their

source of energy services. Therefore, it is our
that policies and programs, rather than.

wiU dominate the conservation
of the next decade. This does not mean, however,

2o'vernnlen.tal actions are not critical to the success of
demand-side management programs. Indeed, we

believe that one of the key factors necessary to enhance
the effectiveness of demand-side management efforts

the decade win be deliberate coordination
and conservation and

pellelratllon of r>H1'"1'"~y~tl'U

,f.'l>yu::»-,rn'u_c:..'tt'11"'1l8::!l>~l'1it te~nnOjlo,gles and n1l"ru·1Hjl"t~·

In the midst of all these politically expedient "solutions, ff

some observers and power noted that perhaps we
could should) attempt to provide the energy services
society needed "more with less" , accom-
plish the same task with less energy). asserted
unlike conventional generating plants, improvements in
efficiency can be carried out with short "lead times" and
tend to come in small pieces, so that the risk of over
building is reduced.

the the notion that energy conservation
could be substituted for new energy supplies was gaining
broader political acceptance. In 1976, Congress passed the

Conservation and Production Act 94-385),
among other provisions the federal

20'/ennmlent to establish national energy buHd-
standards for buildings. Two years later, the National

Conservation Policy Act 95-619) was enacted.
This statute utilities to energy
conservation audits for their residential customers. In

after three years of enacted a
federal statute 96-501) that defined the conservation
of as a "resource" that could be pUJrcnase:a
utilities in lieu of new electrical geJleratl~Dn.

@ to secure
available
and

the decade of the 1980s and in the the
of energy conservation and demand-side manaje;erneIlt

efforts evolved and to encompass not the
of the energy services needs at the

cost, but also to minimize broader
of resource environ-

in the process. 'To this economic and
environmental conservation programs were initiated

federal and state utilities and the
sector. These programs had one or more of the tOll0\JVlDlQ

Governmental Actions
® to ae\relrHl and cOlnmercialize more

teCjtmc~lO~~les and prC)dU~ctS.

While there were and still are other reasons for under-
energy conservation programs , to
eSC:aJ.8ttmg ,f.'l>11.a»".l~'!l""8I"''IIhT rates, to with state

a resource conservation
the and of the '80s and

'90s remain relevant This paper does not their

Governmental policies and programs over the past two
decades have been the major force promoting conserva
tion, providing both financial and regulatory inducements
for energy efficiency. The first government programs
responded to fuel price increases by auditing and

the homes of low-income citizens 0 These
programs were offered by the Community
Service Administration.

... Eckman sf sl"



conservation resources. As of March 1992, 15 states had
approved incentive mechanisms to reward aggressive
pursuit of demand-side management. These regulatory
actions and the expected near-term need for new resources
prompted many of the nation's investor-owned utilities,
particularly in New England, New York, Wisconsin,
California and the Northwest, to escalate their
conservation and demand-side management programs.

consumer education programs tar
residential market with a focus on

weatherizations the many of the nation's
largest partially in response to federallej;l~lSlat1~On,

were offering residential customers free energy audits.. In
rec~ogmtllon that programs were not producing

energy some utilities to include in
their residential programs financial assistance in the form
of zero-interest or low-interest loans to out recom
mended conservation measures.. As the
dential weatherization programs, which nrr'liv1t1~11

assistance in the form of rather
reduce administrative costs, had reached -rn~ih1!1I'''2hT

utilitiess

Utility conservation initiatives over the last two decades
evolved in three general programs
little more than consumer education. that fol-
lowed those offered site-specific and eniZIDleerm2
advice_ Today's programs are to
enable utility of conservation as resources.

Utilities began to similar information-based
programs to their commercial and industrial markets in
the early 1980s. For the Tennessee VaHey
Authority developed the Guidelines and the

N Q,mC)2f,apIIS fOf various I)U1UGl1112
for its

programs aimed at conservation oppor-
tunities in new residential construction foHowed a

similar to retrofit programs. Information and
assistance programs offered the Tennessee Valley

nV"t"u""~'1ru and other retail utilities made a transition to
programs, such as Southern Electric Inc. '8

"GOOD CENTS.. n These programs also offer
consumers fmancial assistance to offset some of the cost
of building more energy-efficient housing. In a few
ms:taI1CeS, such as in the Northwest, Maine and "'-"iU.~U.A""'·.ll.J!.J&.Jl.""',

these and financial assistance programs have
been coordinated with programs to encourage adoption of
more efficient energy codes 1992).

While such programs and financial incentives prompted
considerable activity, probably the most important actions
taken by federal and state governments have been in the
area of building codes and appliance efficiency standards. 1

Although the federal government was never able (or will
ing) to secure a national mandatory building energy code,
the vast majority of states now have adopted more
rigorous building energy codes.. While energy code
enforcement, particularly in commercial buildings,
remains a significant problem, the existence of more
stringent energy codes has transformed some segments of
the building products industry.. For example, when codes
required that before a glazing product could be used in
new construction its thermal performance had to be tested,
window and door manufacturers agreed to national testing
and certification standards.. As a consequence, window
manufacturers' claims of specific R-factors will now be
based on the uniform testing and certification procedure. 2

Federal and state tax credits for conservation and
renewable resource investments, most of which have now
expired, were aimed at encouraging private investments in
demand-side management technologies ..

After several states adopted efficiency stan~lras,

aplDI1~mc:e ·U·'.t'1I'il1!~l"'i!'"'Il.l and conservation groups to
a,zt-eeinellt that led to the of the National

Conservation Act of 1987
to this

the of new residential
These new

retn2era,tol'S, tt·ee~?;er:s, water heaters, clothes
air and space

ment eliminated the most inefficient from the
market

State and local have also encour-
energy conservation solar access prc)te<~tlOin

and other land use criteria$ In ftSl[l.lanU, %J'.llVJ.::;.'JU,

de~Velo1.)iers who agree to add certain energy conservation
features to their are "density bOlrlUSleS ~

which in and of themselves can conserve both land and
transl>ortatllon resources.

In the late 1980s and state regulatory
commissions became mc~re~iSU112j.V active in con-
servation of least-cost integrated resource

lnnese to
conservation on footing with new generation

as a resource alternative for the utilities .. In some cases,
due to its environmental benefits, is given

both a and a cost advantage. Some state regula-
bodies also have adopted rules that reward

stockholders for ofa

It's 2002,," Do You Know Where Your Demand-Side §Vl~lna'l:JeJme&nt0""



As was the case in the residential sector, the next step in
the evolution of energy-efficiency programs for the
commercial/industrial sector was to move from consumer
education to site-based technical assistance. In one of these
early programs, Northeast Utilities (NU) provided free,
site-specific, hourly computer simulations to architects and
engineering firms. The response from the design com
munity was lukewarm at best.. NU found that many archi
tects and engineers did not care about energy efficiency;
several participants did not trust the computer modeling;
and even if they did, the results were often obtained too
late in the process to allow for design changes.

Commercial and industrial programs that provided educa
tion and training also gave way to energy audits in these
sectors. The Bonneville Power Administration's mid-80s
Commercial Audit Program (CAP) conducted 3,800
audits, however, only 8 percent of the recommended.
measures were installed. The Commercial
Incentives Pilot Program, which followed built on
these lessons to successfully produce evaluation-verified
commercial retrofit savings. Other utilities, such as United
Illuminating, Consolidated Edison and
Northern States have experienced higher measure
adoption rates than Bonneville has with CAP. The degree
to which audit recommendations
aeloerloea on incentives and technical in n{}~,,[-~lU{]H

follow up. The · est rates of measure adoption were
those where audits were provided free of charge to cus-
tomers, and fmancial incentives , rebates and
also were offered*

At the same time that Northeast Utilities and others were
_ .... .Il.'......lIl.JUl..II.Jiio slte-:speClIJlC information and rebate programs to
their commercial and industrial customers, Bonneville
SP()nsore~ its Northwest re21on,a!
to an.d construct new commercial at levels
30 more efficient than the model conservation
standards the Northwest Power
CounciL This research and demonstration chal-

the Northwest to build some of
the most structures in the country.

One of was to remove barriers
for owners and increased
first costs, lack of with energy-efficient

and construction schedule constraintss All
in the program received detailed design

assistance and extensive of their buildings'
energy use. They also received financial

incentives to cover the incremental cost of design, time
and equipment 0 In addition, began to look at
the maintenance and monitoring of
buildings to information for modeling and to

5.. 4 ... Eckman at al"

evaluate the quality of measure installation, the degree of
acceptance and effectiveness of operation*

Wisconsin Electric initiated its Smart Money Program for
commercial and industrial new construction in 1987 by
contacting design team members directly* The program
initially offered equipment rebates and technical
assistance. Although the program was successful among
large-use customers, participation from small-use
customers remained slow. In 1989, Wisconsin Electric
designed a new direct rebate program, distributing infor
mation and simplified applications to customers at the
point of sale. After 15 months of operation, the program
had achieved savings totaling 0$2 percent of the utility's
peak demand (Nadel 1990).

The need for more energy resources in the Northeast,
combined with increased regulatory and intervenor
pressure, mandated a critical change in utility-offered
energy-efficiency programs in that region* In 1988,
several New England coHaboratives were formed. to
design the first fun-scale conservation acquisition
programs targeting "lost opportunities n

, conservation
opportunities that if not secured immediately win become
technically, economically and/or institutionally impossible
to achieve later) in the commercial and
industrial sectors.,

As a result of Northeast Utilities' work with a collabora-
a new program, Conscious was

introduced in October 1988* Drawing on the experiences
learned in Bonneville's Energy Edge program, financial
incentives were offered to designers and building owners
for designing, and installing energy-efficient
measures in new buildingso

Conscious Construction is recognized as
one of the most comprehensive and successful programs
in the nation. As of March the program has 753
signed contracts with over $17 million of obligated design
and construction incentives .. These 753 contracts represent
25.2 million square feet of floor space in Northeast
Utilities' service The average incentive is 68
cents per square foot Out of the 153 signed contracts,
approximately 350 have been built

An in the industrial sector is the Savings
Plan (ESP) piloted by Bonneville in 1988. After review
and redesign, the program was marketed. in August 1990
and has served 175 projects as of June 1992. As in
commercial incentive programs, is based on
incremental cost for new facilities and on 80 percent of
total cost for retrofit of facilities.. BonneviUe



draft commissioning guidelines
for its Smart Design program.. These

guidelines are being tested and refined. The Los Angeles
of Water and Power also is requiring and

its commercial program to commission
en~~r2'v-e:tt1(:ae]tlt ec~u11pment and controls ..

Two issues that emerged from commercial sector pro
grams have been concerns about whether the installed
equipment operates properly and whether the equipment is
maintained.. For example, Bonneville's Energy Edge
Program was designed to provide participants with opera
tion and maintenance audits every six months for three
years, although actual frequency of the audits varied by
sponsor and building. The 80 audits that were performed
revealed a variety of problems ranging from faulty
installation to improper calibration of the controls.

Commercial sector programs are also now beginning to
"commission" both buildings and equipment Commission-

includes specifying how the and equipment
are to work and up with tests, meter-
ing and inspections to that the systems are working.
Pacific Power for included a building commis-

wen as and maintenance
FinAnswer programo

Private _V18o,8rill>"IIi'"IJr'lllo1lll'" Actions

Today, most comprehensive utility programs are at least
requiring that an operation and maintenance manual be
made available onsite, and that building operators be
trained in the proper operation and maintenance of all
installed energy-efficiency measures. Some utilities are
offering higher levels of financial assistance if tJUl.l0lJl1.e;S

participating in their programs are placed under an energy
management and maintenance contracte

Five firms were chosen, and compensated, to complete
plans for a new commercial construction site.. The

best was selected a panel of architects,
and experts. In addition to

cOlnpl~etrnlg the initial building, the program plan has now
1II"'t1!1Mr'T_TlI'UP site representing 14

reS:loelnnall.. 13 4 and 4 industrial
will be scheduled for the end of

1993

Like the Advanced Customer Technology
Test (ACTl) project was conceived as a design challenge..
Intended to achieve 1,550 megawatts of savings by the
year 2000, AcT2 is managed by Pacific Gas and Electric
Company in affiliation with the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, the Natural Resources Defense Council, and
the Rocky Mountain Institute.. The project's objective is
to "provide scientific field test information on the
maximum energy savings possible, at or below projected
competitive costs, by using modern high-efficiency end
use technologies in integrated packages acceptable to the
customer" 1990) ..

expects to save 7 megawatts through this single program
in 1992, with anticipated savings of 140 megawatts by the
year 2003.

programs also are used
_ ......,.........JI.'..... " """'.ll.V;:;;;',_JLli., the Pacific Power and

FinAnswer program, offers
pays the incremental cost for installed

~n&;:a.'!l"4Ml"U_jQl,i"ht"'1,Ql.1i"'lli' ~C1Ul,pnleDlt, Pacific finances the cost of all
measures that meet the cost-effectiveness ""'A.Jil. ............... ,.... 'B

interest rates 0 Pacific win also lend the
customer additional funds at a interest rate for
additional conservation measures the customer desires 0

Customers repay Pacific an energy service
included on their bins. The duration of the loan is

In response to and conservation initia-
the sector also has taken on demand-side

management activities.. For example, in the residential
sector, several entities have developed "home energy
rating systems" so can make more informed
decisions regarding the efficiency of houses they
purchase. In the commercial sector, load-management
cooperatives have been established to take advantage of
utility time-of-day rates. The three most important private
sector conservation efforts have been the development of
national energy-efficiency standards, the rapid
expansion of the energy service industry and the develop
ment of more efficient products, particularly in lighting.

The newest demand-side
"'ll.&I!-'~'V.li. il.- the Imipleme~nultlc~n of all cost-effective efficiency

based on these
PaJrUC~Ul~lr customer-market

and service
rather than

of these
programs pay the full cost of all measures,
those considered lost-opportunities and those

that go current As experience with
programs of this scope grows, there win no doubt be
further fine to ensure their cost-effectiveness 0

:SUjzge:stU)DS for these refinements are covered later in this
paper 0



Ut..i.i.iM.V.;:II, unlike those initiated
eX1PHc~ltJ.Y alesl,gne~a to secure trans-

formation the bulk of
programs were to secure improve-
ments one at a timee with a few
notable conservation efforts were not
coordinated with actions, nor were
coordinated with the programs of other utilitiese

How Do We Expect Future
Energy Conservation Policies and
Programs to Evolve?

Over the two decades, actions aimed at
transforming an energy-inefficient economy into an
efficient one have concentrated on measures that were
cost-effective from the consumer's perspective or
were politically acceptable compromises. Rarely have
n-n'''A-r':n?n~nr actions aU of the savings that are
cost-effective from the servicing let
alone from society's hroader considering
environmental consequences of other resources ae"/ej4)De~Q

in the absence of efficiencies. While government
endeavors have often market transformations,
such as more efficient appliances through national
stanruiras, in most cases, have not resulted in a least
cost energy

Energy Commission, the Illuminating Engineering Society
of North America and the state's post-secondary educa
tional system, have developed a multilevel program for
ht"1lr~~t"1'r~t"1Ir designers.

into the next decade we ask "Can we
achieve the demand-side targets we've set

the same approaches that government and utilities
have the last We considered the
likelihood of
energy codes and based on efficiency levels
that were cost-effective for society rather than just
politicallyacceptablee We considered the labor intensity of
current conservation programs vis-a-vis the
and/or of utilities and entities to staff
up to do the job. We considered the competition for quali
fied private sector contractors to carry out conservation
projects when the level of activity expands $2 billion-per
year utility investment to a national industry spending $30
billion a year. We considered the nation's ability to
,::lh1"'t,~"t~nl,::lhH'''' manage the immense logistical problem (and
po1ten1tlal economic embodied in the deployment of
millions of from faucet
aerators to variable

sector contribution to
of an

COlnpc:;tltlve tnaaml1! resource OP1)OrtuDj
COlnp~im(;}S now offer a range of ser

en~~mleerm~ to tman(~lnjg.

The second most llrnnn;rt~1nt

energy conservation

is

In the mid-1970s, the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc.,

issued its first recommendations for energy
of new These

gUlldeJlmt,S served as the basis for the development of the
Council of American Building Officials (CABO) Model

Code and for the development of other state and
local energy codes. Since ASHRAE has been updat-

its recommendations for energy conserving design.
The most recent version was adopted in 1989, for non-
residential New standards for residential
buildings are The ASHRAE standards and
CABO energy codes serve a valuable role by setting the
base line against which local practice and utility
programs can be measured. because these are
"consensus" do not ne<~essarl1Y rep1resent
the level of energy that would be ec()nonn~calJlY

lUS:tll:lOO from consumers' or utilities' peJrSpeCllVt~S

sector response to
and individual actions

to commercial aV~UjaLb1Jltv more
This includes the de'/eiiDplneIlt

COJrnpact fluorescent electronic Ua.A.la.~",~~

malD.a~gerneilt s"ste~ms with direct
more efficient

more efficient HVAC and
with and solar control

rfhe existence of these and other advanced
teC~hnOl(J~,gH~S offers nn~i"'I>n1l"·hll'W'1I'3~'3'::l>.Q for conservation that did
not exist five years ago.

One sector response that was not was
the creation of an education and infrastructure to

for demand-side mama2elnelLlt
activities. Given the and nature of expendi-
tures for demand-side programs in the past,
the absence of such an infrastructure is somewhat under-
standable~ But some utilities are now the

of educational curricula and pro-
grams for fields. For
eX~lID.l)!e'f California U~AJlJlIl".Il\';'O, ..,'"7 ...... ."..,1;-11",." ....... with the California



Pondering these issues, it was apparent to us that an
alternative to the site-by-site, unit-by-unit strategy of
acquiring demand-side resources would have to be found
if we were to ever meet our targets. The paradigm we
were drawn to is based on deliberate coordination of
government and utility efforts to bring about market
transformation at the wholesale leveL We also concluded
that existing programs, with some additions and modifica
tions, will continue to playa critical role in achieving
conservation targets in those market segments that are not
subject to transformation.

Let's tum first to opportunities utilities have to influence
the energy efficiency of new appliances, equipment and
buildings. In our view, these markets are the most sus
ceptible to transformation. Furthermore, because these
markets represent lost-opportunity resources,
cost-effective efficiency gains from them should be
pursued regardless of the current resource needs of a

Utilities can energy-efficiency
ments in new and buildings at
lower costs than they would have to pay for new supply
resources. a deliberate of spe~n(t:mR:

more on new technologies and than
would be economical for individual consumers, a utility
can and transform both manu:tac'turm2
and markets. Consider the three

There are four components to the SERP strategy.
utilities a significant share of a particular
product market specify the minimum levels of efficiency

want that product to meet in their service territory.
Second, these utilities co-sponsor and development
of a commercial prototype that win lead to the commer
cialization of the efficient product. Manufacturers wishing
to participate in this research are asked to competitively
bid their proposed the utilities agree to

from participating manufacturers (based
on the incremental from the a sufficient
quantity of the to warrant re-tooling by the manu-
facturerss The and perhaps most important, element
of this market transformation is to make use of
the resultant commercial and market
ance of the more efficient as evidence that a more
~1·1l""lI·nna.n1:" federal standard should be aC1()ptec!o

fue ilie SERF
should be to other in those
that energy use and which are, or
could be, subject to federal standards. The most likely
candidates are residential covered the
National Conservation Act and com-
mercial not covered by that
Ji.VF-IJl.OJl.'"~A'VAJI.. For efforts are under way to estab-
lish a SERP-like program for air conditioners and
heat pumps for commercial ttull101n.Q:S.

because the federal stan-
dards are based on consumer it is possible that
even revised standards may not all energy
that would be cost-effective to utilities. short
term to such as those offered
under SERP or similar programs, should evolve into
term contracts for from the manufac-
turers of any that remain cost-effective the
federal standards~ To the Consortium for

should to include additional
"~.i.1.1~H...';;:', and the group should begin de,relc~DllJlQ el~t1C]len(~v

for other and ecruuprnelJlL

Transformation of a Product by
Coordinated Um m&'~It"~C:~ft~

the of the
residential sector is In
ad()Pte~ the National Conservation
which set minimum for residential
reI'n,g:eraltolrs and as wen as for other aplC>lHillc:es.
The standards for in the view of
some, do not the achievable

Nor do the of tecjnn(HO~~les

that reduce the use of gases which contribute to both the
gre~nl101.lSe effect and in the earth's ozone

and environ-

Building BJr«iCillce

hllt4l3"'!Il.ll! Il!d'lIIl~ Coordination Utili
\:j(Jrve~rnmE~ntActions

The to secure market transformation the
use of coordinated actions and utility pro-
grams has been demonstrated. When the North-
west Power Council adopted its first re~~lO]nal

power it called upon the Northwest's state
and local the Bonneville Power Administra-
tion and utilities to initiate two programs whose was

"fo the conservation
mental benefits of advanced ,qaP,'tM O'P>'!t"!'J1t"1f"1ln te~ru[l0102]leS, a
consortium of and environ-
mental the Consortium for

has established the Efficient I§.i' iCl>1rM n'p>'lr~f"n'f"

The objective of this program is to
COInmlerC:lalJlV available by 1995 a that is

more efficient than the National
Conservation Act's standards for 1993.

It's



to dramatically change residential building practices. One
program, the Northwest Energy Code program, was
designed to encourage state and local governments to
adopt substantially more-efficient energy codes. The
second program was a utility marketing program (Super
GOOD CENTS) to encourage builders to voluntarily adopt
energy-efficient building practices.

to "buy down If interest rates for homes or commercial
buildings that meet certain energy-efficiency standards.
This would make energy-efficient properties more
affordable, while encouraging the existing financial
community to market the availability of these lower
interest loans, potentially reducing the need for utility
marketing efforts&

raflistclrnlatRon of a Market Through
-JIl"'lilB"ll~~nl~'I"lII"'lII~ Contracting

To overcome this utilities in the Northwest
formed a consortia to the energy savings available in
new manufactured housing by contracting directly with the
manufacturers. After about a year of the
utilities and the 18 of manufactured
housing entered into a contract to build all

heated manufactured homes destined for
Northwest sites to the most energy levels in
the

A third model for market transformation is similar to the
SERF modeL This model would result in the direct
"wholesale" of energy savings from manufac
turers.. This model is based on the Manufactured Housing
Acquisition Program in the Northwest.. The energy
efficiency standards of new manufactured homes (Le.,
mobile homes) are set the U&S. of Housing
and Urban State and local govern-
ments are from imposing more
stringent requirements on manufactured homes

HUD$

The first in the process was taken by the Bonneville
Power Administration when it established a research,
d.e17ell0plneltlt and demonstration program for new residen
tial construction&Under this program, approximately 150
new manufactured homes were built and sited tru'ougnlDut
the region. The cost of adding the extra energy con
servation features to these homes was covered by
BonneviHe. The homes' space and water heating usage
was then metered for at least one full heating season

Based on cost data (provided by manu
tac'rur(~rsJ and energy consumption data (collected the
Washington State Energy Office for Bonneville), "product
specifications" that achieved all cost-effective energy
savings were established $ 5

This aPl)rO~mCn is apl)l1c~al),le to other areas of the
It is to new commercial

Qt.,.~mtACf'\/ has been accused of
fffree Some would have built an
energy home with many of the measures called
for in the program standards whether the program existed
or not. Because the of the program is
""",.. ,.= ''''''-J~ 'OJ,,, market transformation rather than imme-
diate of the
converted n should be tolerated.. Before it is feasible to

statewide energy codes to reduce
space ene,rgy more than the

has to with the
tec.nm.qu~es and needed to achieve such ..........................,~s
Because of these programs, 25 of new

heated Northwest homes were already
built to the standards when the standards were aa()pt~~a as
codes.

As a result of these two programs, approximately 85
of the new electrically single-family

residential construction and 90 of the new
electrically heated construction in the
Northwest is now covered energy codes that reduce
space more than half of what
are in houses built to codes in 1983 .. This market trans
formation was in less than six years (Nadel

The two programs were designed to complement one
another. Where there were opportunities that made it
possible to adopt the new standards as a local energy
code, they could be seized. Where individual builders or
buyers wanted to build to the new standard, they could do
so with the assistance of their utility. Under both the code
adoption program and the utility marketing program, pay
ments were made to the homebuyer to cover some of the
increased cost of building to the higher levels of energy
efficiency. Utilities also covered increased building code
enforcement costs for local 20",tennments ..

Market transformation of site-built through the
use of better codes and programs might be made

effective if existing market players can be
COC)Pt~ralre in the effort&4 For example, utilities
nrC.VlCie more attractive for of

ent;}rs!'y-e~:ttlc::ae]ntproperties if pooled program dollars

Once program specifications were designed, the manufac
turers worked with from the state energy offices
(under contract to BonneviHe and the utilities) to devise an
approach to the specifications with the minimum

in production processes and at the lowest
cost& The manufacturers and state staff also

5.. 8 ... Eckman et al..



lnt1ejzt"ate efficient ma~aJgerneIlt with efficient

Demand-Side Management: The
Next Generation

utility and government "purchasing" contracts can be
aggregated at a scale to match the market. For example, if
a chain has stores located in three states, then utilities in
those three states should join together to secure a
source energy savings purchase from the cham.

Even though the current of demand-side
management programs has evolved from information and
education to acquisition, many still fail to treat
conservation as a resource from a management
and budgeting perspective. These programs need to be
refined to:

co()ra.mBltllllj2; the timing of resource
and conservation

to ensure that aU least-cost resources are

@ Minimize costs
needs, market
purchases.

@ Take

The fourth element in the process was the implementation
of an earlier consumer marketing and incentive program
(Super GOOD CENTS), which established the market
acceptability of efficient homes to consumers and the
financial community. A final element in the strategy was
the and/or threat of adoption of hookup fees
utilities for homes that did not meet specific energy
conservation standards. Consumers were offered. rebates if

selected a home with the energy conservation
features.

provided direct feedback to the utilities regarding issues
that would arise when the program scaled up from
25-percent market penetration to lOO-percent penetration~

The third element in the implementation of the manu
factured housing acquisition program was the use of the
existing quality assurance system. Each manufacturer has
an independent state inspector in the plant as well as their
own quality assurance inspectors~ The utilities agreed to
pay for the incremental cost of a more rigorous energy
inspection by the existing independent inspector. And
manufacturers agreed to contract terms that held them
financially liable for meeting the product specifications.

is discussed below.Each of these

@ Maximize effectiveness
campaigns around the t~1I"('l'~t,:!>ti markets and
mechanisms, not around infrastructure.

controL

~'U'i:Ja~ by Coordinating
Timing Market
Opportunities and Conservation

The first n1l"1lnl"'1nla

of wise resource acquisition is to seek out those conser
vation opportunities that win occur only once, or once in
a long time, and make them the priority. Such oppor-
tunities occur when new homes, and facilities
are constructed or expanded, when new
equipment is manufactured, and when equipment is
replaced during renovation, retooling, planned main
tenance, or replacement due to equipment
failure. During these events, energy users are already
going to make some investment in new so the
"base" cost for new equipment is covered. All that is at
issue is the ff incremental" cost for added efficiency.

Most conservation programs have focused either on
upgrading the of without to
when the would have been or

This model of direct from
manufactured like the SERP has
the for broader The elements that
appear most critical to these models' success appear to be:
1) the of the 2) the existence of a

" and 3) the ability to
ne~zot].ate with a of suppliers/
distributors .. For the manufactured

program in the all of the
utilities had to agree so that

wherever the unit was sited in the Bonneville (the
could be reimbursed by the servicing

for it had made to the manu-
facturers when the home was at the
Investor-owned in the program was
COIltrnlgellt upon the commissions
in each state. the Northwest's four public

commissions had to agree that the program was
cost-effective.

In the case of utilities must to
ensure that the market for the efficient refrigerator is

to the investments in re-tooling
manufacturers.. Similar approaches to secure more

efficient HVAC more efficient motors, better
or more efficient chain stores and

franchises will research to define how these
market are and where the leverage

in each market are located. With that information,

It's 2002,," Do VOLI Know Where Your Demand-Side Mc,na~gejme'nt"0"



or on new constructione Recent studies (Katz
et aL 1989, Skumatz et aL 1991, Brandis 1992) have
shown that, in addition to being more expensive, this
"catch-as-catch-can" may result in premature
removal of efficient the next remodel or
tenant

The next of demand-side management pro
grams should: 1) work directly with manufacturers or
vendors to influence transactions, not create new

2) offer incentives to affect existing sales, not create
new ones; and 3) promotional and technical assis
tance activities that are geared also to impact existing
transactions ~

typically involves a large number of customers, but the
savings from each site are smalL It could take a large

many years to saturate this market Furthermore,
there are only a few examples of successful, large
volume, comprehensive programs for this market (eeg.,
New England Electric)e Consequently, it may take a utility
a few years to perfect an approach.

Residential weatherization programs tend to have shorter
lead times largely because there are proven procedures for

this type of program. However, for markets
involving hundreds of thousands of customers, it win still
take many years to get the job done~

least-Cost

If significant energy savings are needed in five to eight
years, it is clear that utilities win need to move quickly on
all fronts, since it win take than five to eight years
to design and implement conservation programse Programs
targeted at acquiring large amounts of energy savings
from larger consumers should be top prioritye Pro
grams targeted at large-use customers can also be justified
if there is a need to demonstrate early, large, visible
successes to create local credibility for conservation as a
resource. for utilities with a decade or more
before new resources are needed, once program concepts
are the should be: 1) lost opportunities;
2) slower and more difficult markets; and 3) big, easy,

opportunities that can be up latere

bX~im!)leS of this next of demand-side manage
ment programs include commercial and industrial
rerno(lelJln2 and replacement programs at Green
Mountain Power and those at Northeast
'Il. .I~.88~lL8,"..Ji.""I •• the New Electric Boston Edison
and many other utHitiese These programs to build
alliances with trade allies different of
OOlUl)Jmeltlt and services , motor drive
Vel1d()f'~~ llgJltUJl2 C~Jnt:rac~tolrs) 'I so the utilities can intervene

in the sales chain where decisions
in some ~vl~JtVllh:).

is distributed
To HID in conserva-

tion. programs, utilities should work with manufacturer's
For some of it's

ImOOlrtallt to work with a'lld"8"a..,,1"llI·ll'1~tf'91 aleSl.gIu~rs.

But If there is a
significant need for resources, it is likely that all energy

costing less than new supply options win be
needed. Some utilities and agencies have made the mistake
of competitive mechanisms (aU resource bidding,

to bring them the least resources. This
may a least-cost acquisition for this year, but it
could result in higher resource costs over the next several
years. What these utilities really need is the least
expensive delivery vehicle to acquire all cost-effective
resourcese

Competitive resource bidding encourages deliverers to
provide the resources that can be secured at the lowest
cost today. This can involve cheap products that break
down quicklYe It can also result in "opportunity sabotage,"
i.e., the installation of measures that get only a portion of
the available savings, while rendering it uneconomical to

the remaindere For example, a low bidder may install
six inches of insulation in a house attic where 12 inches
are cost-effective. Because it win require a second visit to
install the second six inches, the savings from the second

nl'()Vllr1U110 a

of this
aPt)ro~:tch is that OU<hzets must be

all available !Os:t-ofPPorl:un.ltv resources.

fire

Sometimes local oP1Por'turUt!les can be the focus of
efforts * For new reCjUl1renlents for new

in IDs
t~1!~"0'~'~14IIfi a series of structure up,:zra1des
fulcrum for a
program.

The most
resource

to

~ ~'If N"HPl ,ill Pig A,COlllSl,tlOl'lS to
Once programs to lost oppor-

tunities are in fun gear, efforts to additional
resources should be timed to ensure that all cost-effective
resources are as are needed. As the need for
more resources becomes immanent and clear, retrofit
programs can be accelerated * But conservation program
lead times vary on the market so
some in each is necessary to
program Small commercial and industrial retrofits.
for a lead timee This market
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six inches of insulation are no longer economical. A
generating resource must be acquired at a higher cost than
the cost of putting in the second six inches on the first
visit. In the commercial sector, a frequent example of
opportunity sabotage occurs when contractors install
efficient bulbs and ballasts in a fixture where it is more
cost-effective to totally redesign the lighting layout.

In addition to bidding programs, opportunity sabotage
often results from rebate programs where utilities pay for
equipment without analyzing whether it is the best equip
ment available.. Under many rebate programs, contractors
profit most from installing the highest volume of equip
ment. This leads them to promote measures that require
minimal analysis and customer contribution, and are
easiest to instalL These are often not the measures that
provide the most savings.

The four customer markets Bonneville identified can be
juxtaposed against the different building life-cycle
opportunities, such as new construction, building
expansion and remodeling, etc., to create a matrix of
market needs. Programs must address each of these sets
of needs, or ·significant markets will be lost, and total
savings will decrease. There is often a need to differ
entiate programs to meet the need of diverse consumers
while minimizing utility incentives and overhead costs.
For example, the New England Electric pays the
full cost of measures for small commercial and industrial
customers, but not for others. Many utilities pay higher
incentives for low-income consumers. program
participation is associated with approaches that use
direct contact with the decision-makers in each cus
tomer organization, supported a of materials
and services suitable to the needs of each customer group.

Integrate ....,T'I·A~TI\I'A NDar1~aQienlerltwith
1Il1ll"lilla;;;;rll!lI!~ Quality Control

fLI·_"fIJ,n:ilhv~._Market ck
They Utilities tend to effi-

ciency programs that enable them to work with
their retail customers. This their
traditional operations and is with their
non-conservation needs. this
apt)rO~iCn isn't effective because it doesn't utilize
Ql>V'llCl1t'll1"~n rILo.h'l"Ql>'ll""lT systems. Sometimes the more sensible
way to a market is wholesalers, the
manufactured homes program discussed above, or the pro
gram for refrigerators). Often the most effective tools to
influence selection are controlled others.
For example, local and state governments control bUllIdJlDg

codes. Vendors have the on choices of

eQ1UU:llm~~nt ret)!a(~eIJneIlt mar-
Renovations and Planne~

eQIuplLD.eltlt often involve a design
of alternatives is feasible andprocess

usefuL

as these markets can be trans-
formed. In the case of retrofit programs, where the trans-
action is driven the not the market, there is time
to the retrofit that has the

resource costs by fii<-.

Instead, staff or contractors should specify their
treatment, then call for bids for hardware,

installation and This is most difficult to do for
new buildings, new and equipment reJHal:.elneIlt
programs, where there is very little time to influence
eq1.Upllllelt1t selection.

to a utilities
are also to aU resources because do
not understand their customers' diverse needs. A series of
studies at the Bonneville Power Administration has identi
fied fOUf distinct comm.ercial conservation markets with
different needs: 1) active customers, who need programs
that enh.ance their own conservation centralized

who need progra.ms that work across utility
service ~·t:&'f41Mtl"b'f"1lt:&Q· middle who need a variety
of individualized but can contribute to conser-
vation 4) disengaged consumers, who
need the P."'f.TI:J'~Tth"'l1l"lHnr for them and pay for

1986). Utilities need to undertake
market research to identify customers with different

incentive and and test
that are effective in these new

groups.

A of effective for future demand-
side programs is to find the market instead of
creating it. The programs noted above do this by .'$"' ...... "." ••• =

with the trade allies influencing sales of different
programs that efficient building

codes do this by with those individuals with the
authority to influence building design who are
working with builders and

At the same time, it's 1-rnnnil"'t".l1nt to what these
market-driven not achieve. As noted
earlier, building codes all cost-effective
savings; they are too often rather than economic
choices0 Vendors win leave some conservation



is that the
favor of

The fourth nrolblem
utility, if it surrenders detailed
paying for is
control over the goals of cOlmorellen.Sl\Jren,ess customer
satisfaction and environmentallm·oa(~ts.While control over
these factors can be built into a verification this
increases costs sui)SUmtlaUlv

A third problem comes with the fact that most energy
service firms won't even consider that extend
over a 10- to 20-year period for energy savings. JlUIUI.I>;l'1f>.\"/"'Y"

utilities that pay over time do so for no more than 10
years. If the energy savings are supposed to have a
20-year lifespan, and the has agreed to pay for it in
the first 10 years, there is a risk that the savings may not
persist, even though are already for.

complete installations, and utilities reimburse these
contractors at the interest rate the contractors must pay, it
is costly for utilities to carry finance charges while they
await verification. The interest cost to the can be
massive.

The alternative that of Im'ple,me;nt~ltlolnnlanag~~m~~nt't

involves careful conservation
selection of measures, and installations and
............... v J...;."" ..... ~".." to consumers and
maintain the measures. This path has its own pr()bllems.
Oversight must not become so cumbersome that it makes
program difficult or program cost-
effectiveness. For programs that involve either
small or small savings per site can tolerate
a limited for analysis. Even for
there has been a in energy use
eXi)eDlSIV'e C40mll)uter simulation instead of analysis
and measurements. This is because program
administrators tend to simulations &2i~T&:::II~T'nlh&2i"lt".c!l

on simulation so can appear to be
and novices mask their behind the

of the computer modeL real-
world experience in is even more for
using complex models than for using simple hand
calculations.

More sophisticated utilities have designed stan
dards instead of requiring the same levels of analysis
for aU buildings, allow custom specification of analysis.
For example, both Green Mountain Power's Vermont
Energy Partners Program and New England Electric's
Commercial and Industrial Comprehensive Pilot
use building-specific walk-throughs to specify the
technical and for buildings.
Other have established

for selecting measures for

At least four have arisen verification
of The first is that verification is and
becomes even more so as the time between measure instal-
lation and verification increases.
n41p.ta.~lnn often does not isolate the effects of t:!01"f"'IIro1~~nl"''IlT

measures caused in in use,
or in other in the End-use submeter-

can isolate but tends to nllSS interactive
effects on and

altJtloluzh lower in cost than five years
eXl,eDlSl\lre for many measures.

often cannot isolate
among a of load

influences. On-site verification also does
not account for whether the would have occurred
without intervention it "vas a free
While free riders :may market
utilities benefit more when do not have to pay for
them.

Importance of =~---"---"-_~

to Energy
savings must be comprehensive, cost-effective and
pe]rSH;tellt to meet the needs of consumers. should
also minimize environmental and play a role in

market transformation. Meeting these goals
designs, selection of quality materials,

careful installation and conscientious These
elements increase the cost and of
conservation programs

In addition to the co]tnnns~nO)rlllJl2 activities noted
utilities are to ensure effective
conservation of verifica-
tion and The verification

involves for measured For
eX~lmJ)le'l programs at Boston the New

Electric and elsewhere have for
after have heen verified via load

measurements.

_lIJiJ'\J.Il.lI-Ii.4JUUII.o.ll\,/l:) undone because, for them, conservation win
always be a side sales are primary ~

So, once utilities work as much as possible with primary
market need to develop programs that
focus on the remaining pieces. For example, retrofit
programs can be operated to make the existing stock of
homes missed manufactured housing programs more
efficient~

Pf()bllem with for me~aSllrelcL

is that it can take years to
Because most consumers and energy service firms must
pay a interest than utilities to secure the money to
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Evaluation of market transformations. Traditionally, any
efficiency improvements among non-participants (beyond
fluctuations in load due to factors such as weather) are
believed to indicate the free rider portion of the savings of
program participants~ But since conservation programs
have existed long enough to begin to transform markets, it
has become clear that some of the conservation actions of
non-participants have also been driven by conservation
programs" control group may be fffree
drivers, n savings the utility influenced without directly
paying foro It is very difficult for program evaluators to
discern the difference between free riders and free drivers
with any precision or certainty. Consequently, as markets
are transformed, it win be to gauge when cer
tain efficiency levels are attained in the market in order to
focus incentives at the appropriate levels of additional
efficiency beyond what the market is Evalua
tion of market transformation requires patience. Detailed
feedback on technical and market success is to
n-rri'u1lJrip. "guideposts," while the of programs
on markets is assessed.

The evolution of program evaluation in the future should
include analysis of market transformations, verification
(which was addressed in the previous section), technical
process evaluations and evaluation of technologies.

Another of evaluation of the market
transformation is to have a framework for assessing
which markets are affected and the amount of the markets
that have been reached. Evaluations need to look beyond
program data to synthesize information about the overall
size of markets~ Utilities need to do base-line studies to
make this sort of evaluation feasible.

Technical process evaluations. For complex
programs, some of the best information has
come from site visits and other activities
that to assess the of the technical
the quality of measures and and the operation
and maintenance of the This type of informa-
tion is not generally disclosed in evaluation interviews" It
is worth the significant additional cost to incorporate such
technical reviews in evaluations. Technical can be
used to pinpoint which equipment to install in which types
of buildings, what levels of service are and how
to improve performance of contractors and staffo

Evaluation of technologies~ Sometimes the best engineer
ing leads to poor matches between equipment and build-
ings because there isn't information about how
specific equipment in specific environments. For
eX1Juni)1e~ if a variable drive motor is installed in a

situation where loads are constant? won't

Several smaller utilities are joining forces to reduce the
cost of quality control and make it possible to employ
sophisticated approaches. For example, several Washing
ton State Public Utility Districts have banded together to
form the Conservation and Renewable Energy System
(CARES), an effort through the State Public Utility
District Association to share program design and adminis
tration. Similar efforts are emerging elsewhere.

weatherization of existing homes.. An important aspect of
these simplified methods is that they are being applied
selectively, and are in most cases rigorously evaluated.

As noted earlier, quality control also is challenged when
contractors are left to specify which measures win be
installed. Contractors will naturally specify the measures
with the largest profit margin for them" For situations
where there is time for the utility or another contractor to
select measures, installation contractors should not be
Qn':!~f'\'Ilt'"'iT11rlIO' the measures and performing technical reviews ..

eX~t.m:~>1e, Green Mountain Power's Vermont Energy
utilizes a quality control contractor

to establish the scope of energy analJ.vsls
and control. A contractor per
forms the analJ.vsls and recommends the measures. A third
contractor is a bidding process,
to install the measures under the review.
This minimizes the need for staffing while

a low-cost pro-
cedures are used in smaller where the three-
contractor is too ex!)en:SlV1e"

et ifo on0
The two classic tools of conservation program evaluation
are the process evaluation and the evaluation.

process evaluations are to assess the
effectiveness of the administration0 To -n~r,h,(Tllrl,."

luore program tomorrow's
process evaluations should also review the
effect on market , leased buildings)
and on the technical processes involved. in the program

, did the audit recommend the and
nl"r~'Ulr~~ reasonable

evaluations an estimate
of the overall energy from a program0 In the

evaluation techniques should also VA,,'Ac;.Jll,.tiJUI.,

to the extent and level of precision budget and methods
how the were secured and whether pro-

grams that are not cost-effective can be Policy
makers are to insist on answers to these more
difficult r1111i':~Cit1li'n.1!"!lC'

It's



materializee Utilities have been hesitant to begin load
research projects to address such questions comprehen
sively because there is too broad a diversity of equipment
and Work that was done was based on the
interests of specific researcherse It often left unanswered
the most important questions from the perspective of over-
all resourcese

However, some utilities are beginning to systematically
and seek answers for equipment performance

questions that are most important to their overall resource
acquisition efforts. Boston Edison has embarked on studies
to which technologies are most critical to the
future of their programs and which uncertainties about
costs and savings from those technologies are equally

they intend to assess whether others have
addressed these questions already, and whether a fmite
load research effort is likely to produce results that can be

to other sites. Instead of studying broad
l"'otCf;ru"'~':l&C! of the resulting studies are expected
to focus on the most common types of settings for equip
ment , office floor area for lighting). The hope is

rOC~USJLD2: on variance between sites is
!;:J"Jldl• .a,,·.8I.V.ll...II.1,..lI._}' to make meaningful research possible

Several other utilities are con
and are also assessing ways to

the among utilities to

A middle between program evaluations
and evaluations is being explored by
many evaluators who are multivariate statistical

to to differentiate savings among
various program While these techniques
are still in the stage, have the IiJUll"vllUC;U

for to address more detailed about
and costs for programs are as indicated.

of these new evaluation directions are intierdlelJienci
ent; process evaluations now can results
of technical reviews to assess the overall technical and
administrative direction of programs. It is becoming
mcreasmQ:lv Im1DOlltaJ:lt to view evaluations less as a series
of discrete studies and more as an processl

One important need is to
extend evaluation further into the realm of go'{erJrunent
programs. While evaluations of government-sponsored
retrofit programs for institutions and low-income
customers have evaluations of government
technical research and regulatory efforts have
been far less common.
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Summary and Conclusions

Governmental sector actions to promote energy conserva
tion have established, through regulatory change, the
minimum efficiency that new buildings, appliances and
equipment must achieve. Utility sector initiatives to
encourage adoption of more energy-efficient technologies
have evolved from supplying consumers with information
to supplying them with sophisticated technical help and all
or a portion of the funds to take efficiency actions.
Utilities have come to see these demand-side investments
as preferred alternatives to spending those funds on new,
more expensive and less environmentally acceptable
supply options. The private sector has responded to the
demand for more energy services and products by estab
lishing energy service companies and advanced
technologies.

To our ability to meet our conservation goals, the
next generation of demand-side policies and programs
must focus on the transformation of entire market seg
ments while tailoring programs to meet the specific needs
of those markets not amenable to transformation. The
following summarizes the authors' recommendations for
the design, and evaluation of the next genera
tion of demand-side management programs. It also sets
forth guidelines for governmental policies that could
facilitate utility demand-side management initiatives.

Guidelines for Designing the Next
Generation of Demand~SideManagement

Market transformation programs should be designed to
make use of existing infrastructures (manufacturing,
distribution and delivery) wherever practical; Le., we
should build bridges not bureaucracies. Acquisition of
energy from manufacturers and distributors of

energy-consuming appliances and other products
should be approached by utility consortia following the
SERP and manufactured housing program models (linking
utilities with key markets, e.g., chains and franchises,
multisite industrial, motors, lighting equipment, etc.). The
private sector needs to target its efficiency improvements
at market segments that are not targeted by utility or
government actions. The private sector will go where the
profits are, so utilities need. to work with customers to
help make energy management profitable, and with con
tractors to make high-quality energy service profitable. To
avoid "opportunity sabotage, rr particularly in competitive



with
Northwest
models.

Impact evaluation results should be used prospectively, to
encourage innovation, unless all parties agree that
acquisition payments are to be based on verified np>1t°'tn1'''1'n_

ance. Both process and impact evaluation findings should
be communicated quickly to decision-makers so programs
can be adjusted accordingly.

then progress should be based on the total
achieved by both program participants and non
participants. In some cases, free riders may be more
appropriately viewed as "early adopters, fI and conserva
tion actions taken by non-participants (free drivers) should
count as additional program benefits, not as a reduction in
program impacts.

l:iUIBaE~enlles for Government UnIlllIllI'&IU~"II>~

Regarding the Next Generation
Demand-Side Management Programs

Utilities must be an intrinsic to
aggressively pursue conservation. Institutional rules and
policies that reward actions that result in
efficiency and market transformation should
be set in regulatory These
include the of investments in conse:rva~

tion as equivalent to investments in generation for rate
treatment and taxation purposes, and the of
utility sales from For market transformation
programs, the cost-effectiveness of utility investments that
result in free riders should also be to account for
nOll1-J)iartlcliPat:m.e; consumers who make invest-
ments on their own, Le., free drivers & Federal and state
nn'''''''1I'''n'n''9IQl>fl't" must alter their institutional rules so that the
incentive to do the thing is to decision-
makers. Federal energy policies and demand-side
activities should be coordinated with regard to 111"nlr'\1"n,'Ulf"1I0'

apJ:.!1alnce and equipment efficiency standards. State energy
and demand-side activities

to energy codes should follow the
Code and GOOD CENTS

Endnotes

Conservation acquisitions should be scheduled so that the
type and pace of acquisitions can be matched to the
resource needs of the utility and to minimize costs by
taking advantage of market opportunities when they occur.
Programs that acquire cost-effective lost-opportunity
resources should receive top priority and should be
budgeted on the level of new construction and major
remodel/renovation activity. Programs that acquire
efficiency improvements that can be deferred when a
utility is in resource balance should be operated only at
the level needed to build and maintain the infrastructure
necessary to secure such resources. Programs that are
targeted at market segments that win take considerable
time to and transform should be started and

with this characteristic in mind.

Guidelines for Managing the Next
Generation of Demand-Side anagement
Programs

bidding and contractor-driven rebate programs, utilities
should specify the demand-side measures, then call for
bids for hardware, installation and upkeep. Quality control
mechanisms, such as building commissioning and opera
tion and maintenance requirements, should be inherent in
program designs rather than imposed after-the-fact.

When a is in a of resource it should
use this time to build the capability to conserva-

mCluam,g the of coc~pel'atl"eaJ~re~~me~nts

needed to take of power. n

When near-term resource needs are then govern-
ments and utilities should to secure the
most economical resources first. These resources typically
are characterized as centralized
and An is chain stores
where energy investment decisions are made
at {,,\,('\1l'nn-t·Qte::o he~Ldqual·ters.

administrative
carefully the
volume of program for

programs may be intolerable when programs are in

Indices for conservation program progress
should be consistent with those used to establish
conservation Le., if the is stated in terms of
the gross achieved by a specific technology,

l2UI§aE~nf1~eS for

eneration of
Programs

Evaluation of Next
emand-Side anagement

1& energy codes have over the last
two decades, only a few states have adopted energy
codes based on cost minimization II or some
similar economic criteria $ Indeed, more than two
thirds of the states have to adopt codes as stringent
as the 1989 Council of American Officials
Model Energy Code. For a review of
progress the nation has made toward
Plt''tlI"1'1l:Jlln''''''il in see U. S. Office of
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